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I. I \TRODUCTION 
Various professions, trade associations and other representative bodies in 

New Zealand have promulgated self-regulatory codes of conduct, ethics and 
practice that supplement the requirements of the law.' Whilst this article 
is concerned primarily with codes of advertising practice and with measures 
undertaken voluntarily to promote the dissemination of accurate and full 
disclosure of information relating to goods, services and associated credit, 
a general appraisal of business self-regulation in the market place is attempted. 

Business self-regulation possesses the potential to advance considerably the 
consumer interest and in the United Kingdom, for example, the Director- 
General of Fair Trading is under a duty to encourage trade associations 
to prepare and disseminate codes of practice that will safeguard and promote 
the interests of the public.2 A recent New Zealand Government Report3 
recommends that a similar promotional, as well as a monitoring function, 
be accorded the Consumers' Institute. 

Self-regulation has its origins in a number of factors. First, businesses 
have sought through voluntary codes of conduct to demonstrate their sense 
of social responsibility and, at the same time, to promote their corporate 
image. Fortunately for the consumer not all businesses subscribe exclusively 
to the view expressed by Milton Friedman4 that "[flew trends could so 
thoroughly undermine the very foundation of our free society as the acceptance 
of corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to make as much 
money for their shareholders as possible. This is a fundamentally subversive 
doctrine." This vocal and erudite campaigner for laissez faire economic policies 
regards the pursuit of profit as the sole responsibility of business and any 
controls, legal or otherwise, are perceived as superfluous and detrimental 
in light of the purging effect of market competitive forces. With respect to 
the corporate image point, codes attract favourable publicity for the association 
or industry producing them because of the impression that voluntary consumer 
protection measures are being introduced. 

Second, the threat of more restrictive statutory intervention has been a 
powerful inducement to  some groups to adopt some form of self-regulation 
to accommodate the consumer interest.5 For  example, the Code of Advertising 

I E.g. the Newspaper Publishers Association's Codes of Advertising Pract~ce; the Pharmaceutical 
Society's Code of Ethics; the New Zealand Finance Rouses Association (Inc.) '~  Code of Ethics 
and Standards of Conduct; the Footwear Industry's Code; the Solar Heating Industry's Code; 
the Dlrect Selling Association's Code of Ethics; the Real Estate lnst~tute of New Zealand's 
Code of Ethics; and the Corporation of Insurance Brokers of New Zealand's Code of Conduct. 

2 Fair Trading Act 1973, s. 124(3). 

' Report of the Working Party Revlewlng Certain Consumer and Commerc~al Legislation, 
Proposu1.s f o r  a Selling Pracrrc,rs Ac.1 (1980). pp 18-20; hereinafter clted as the Martin Report, 
the Chalrman of the Working Party being Mr H.E. Martin. 

"riedman. Caprtalrsm and Freeclom (1962). 133; cited in Cranston, Consumers and the Larr 
( 1978). 30. 

' See Page, "Self Regulation and Codes of Practice", [I9801 J.B.L. 24. 26. 
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Practice drawn up by the Advertising Association in Britain in the early 
1960's was done under threat of statutory control as a result of the work 
of the Molony Committee,h and the formation of the Press Council7 in New 
Zealand in 1972 is another voluntary organisation whose existence is 
attributable, at least in part, to a fear of undesirable statutory intervention. 
Similarly, industry regulation of prescription drug advertising in Australia, 
which is embodied in a code of business practice administered by the Australian 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, was introduced in an attempt 
to prc-empt the institution and implementation of proposed advertising 
regulations in this area.8 An editorial in the Australian Medical .lourna19 
urged support for the voluntary scheme in the following way: 

[VJoluntary sell ~rcgulation. I-espons~bly administered ... will achieve all that govcrrlme~its 
thould reasonably want to  ask lor in relation to pharmaceutical advertising in medical 
ioul-nals. Wc strongly urge the Australian and State gobernmenis and governmental agencier 
to le:~vc the matter alone, for the present at l e a ~ t . ~ "  

Third, some forms of business sclf-regulation are devised primarily to  control 
businesses within an industry to the mutual economic benefit of practitioners, 
and such sclf-regulation may or may not be in the consumer interest. 'Thus, 
many self-regulatory codes cmbody licensing, registration or  accreditation 
schemes whereby the right to carry on business or to receive certain benefits 
is dependent upon the satisfaction of criteria laid down in the relevant codes. 
For example, the Media Council of Australia11 administers an agcncy 
accreditation scheme whereby advertising agents l 2  who can satisfy criteria 
as to financial structure, size and continuity may be accredited. 7'he 
accreditation rules provide that all advertisements submitted to a media 
proprietor must conform with the Media Council of Australia's Code of 
Ethics which is designcd to cncourage honesty, fairness and responsibility 
in advertising. 'l'he grant of accreditation carries with it certain privileges, 
as well as obligations such as the nced to comply with the code of ethics; 
in particular 'only accredited agents shall be cligible to receive commission'. 
'This latter rule was subjected to judicial scrutiny in Re Herald and W2cjklv 
Tinier L/d" whcn the Trade Practices 'Tribunal was asked to review a 
determination of the Trade Practices Commission which had granted 

- A lour-rnemhcr councrl sponsored b j  the Newspaper I'ubl~shcr\ Association and the .lournal~sts 
A\soc~at~on. (ienerally see BUI-rows. Nen..\ Mc,cl~ir I . N M ,  111 NCM. Le,uI(~r~d (2nd ed. 19XO), 418. 

"cr I):II-\;ill. "Sell Regul;~tion 01' Atlverti\ing and the ('onwmer Intel-est" (19x0) X A.B.I..R 
300, 3 10. 

" (1974) 2 Med~cal .lournal ol Au\tr:il~;~ IXO, 190; cited 111 Dal-ball. idem 

"' 1'0 date no government ~regulat~on ol pl-cscript~on d r ~ l g  advcrtislng has occurred In Australla; 
\ct. I)a~-\nll, op.c~t.. 3 1X 

Th~s I\ an umncorporated ~ o l u ~ ~ t a l - y  n\sociat~on of \even other as\ociations. i.1.z: the Au\t~-alian 
Newspapers Council, the Australian Accreditation Bureau, the Federation of Austral~an 
Commercial Broadcasters, the kederation of Australian Commercial 'lelevision Stations. the 
Au\tr;ll~:cn I'robinc~al I'ress A\\oc~at~on. the llegional I);II~I~.; ol Au\tralia 1-td. and the 
Austral~an Magallne I'ublishers Assoc~:~t~on. 

I' Advertis~~lg agents are the condu~ts betwee11 the aduert~scr\ (or customers) and the rnedi;!; 
i l r i  i~gent acts lor the ;~dvert~\e~- ul,ose advcrtis~ng he IS plac~ng; nevcrthelesa the adbcrt~\~rrg 
agent in promoting :~dvertis~ng and clieckrng matel-i;~l agalmt \tandards etc. perforrns :I valuable 
\crv~cc 101- mcd~a pl-oprletor\ and I\ rewarded by payment of  :I comrn~ss~on on \pace hooked 
hq Ilim \ce Re I/c~rirlcl crncl U.>(,XII, 7i111(3 (107X) 17 Al , l l  28 I, 318. 

I '  Ihld. 
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authorisation to the accreditation rules subject to the above rule being 
abandoned. The Trade Practices Tribunal observed that "[this rule] places 
the advertising agent without the system at a significant competitive 
disadvantage vis-a-vis the advertising agent within the systemM.'4 However 
the Tribunal found that the accreditation scheme created considerable benefits 
for the public in, inter alia, maintaining standards of ethical behaviour in 
advertising, and if the rule were eliminated some large advertising agencies 
would have no incentive to remain in the accreditation scheme, and the scheme 
could be eroded, and ultimately collapse.15 Therefore it was decided that 
it was in the consumer interest to retain the rule, notwithstanding its anti- 
competitive effect on non-accredited advertising agents. 

Fourth, legislators'6 have exhibited a preference for this form of regulation 
and in some areas it is extremely difficult to frame adequate statutory controls. 

11. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVA~TAGES 
Before turning to a consideration of self-regulation in the consumer 

information field, it is proposed to isolate some of the merits and demerits 
of self-regulation. There is a number of reasons for favouring business self- 
regulation over statutory control. For one thing, business self-regulation does 
not involve the consumer in any direct cost and it conserves public resources. 
Furthermore a self-regulatory system is arguably more efficient and effective 
than its statutory counterpart. Proponents of business self-regulation point 
in particular to the flexibility inherent in such a system and argue that as 
guidelines in a self-regulatory system are non-legal they may be changed 
with a minimum of disruption. For example, the Association of British Travel 
Agents' Code of Practice was substantially amended only six months after 
promulgation following complaints from consumers about surcharges and 
hotel overbooking.17 This potential for quick revision and responsiveness to 
consumer pressure is a substantial factor in favour of codes of practice. 

As far as effectiveness of business self-regulation goes, it is asserted that 
codes of practice may cover areas and practices beyond the scope of adequate 
statutory regulation. For example, the New Zealand Securities Commission,18 
commenting on a submission by the Committee of Advertising Practice that 
self-regulation of financial advertising should be the primary tier of control 
with adequate legislative support constituting the second tier, concurred in 
the committee's view that it is impossible to  draft regulations defining lawful 
copy content once it is accepted that an advertiser should be at liberty to 
be interesting and informative; that is, an advertiser could circumvent any 
direct prohibition by 'indirect insinuation and suggestion'.Ig However, insofar 
as codes and legislation employ similar terminology and concepts (such as 
'false', 'deceptive', 'misleading', etc.) to categorise prohibited conduct, it is 

1' Ibid. 325. 

l 5  The accreditation scheme imposes obligat~ons on  accred~ted agents and one of the  Inducements 
t o  join the scheme rests In thls rule; by removing the  rule the advantages of accreditation 
may be outweighed by the restraints t o  which the system subjects them. See the judgment 
at pp  325-326. 

I h  E.g. the Fair Trading Act 1973 ( U . K . ) .  s.124(3). and the statutory o b l ~ g a t ~ o n  to promote 
such codes: the Martin Report.  I I 

I '  See Cranston, op . c~ t . ,  61 

I' Propo~ed Rrc ommendar~otlt for Sri ur~rres Regulat~ons ( 1980). 12.3 2 

1') Idem 
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difficult to see how self-regulation will succeed where legislation fails; problems 
of interpretation will exist for both in as much as they must be reduced 
to writing and adherence to the letter of the law or rule will not necessarily 
entail compliance with the spirit of the same law or  rule. 

A real advantage of a number of codes, each regulating a particular industry, 
is that each may be formulated with the idiosyncratic problems of each industry 
in mind.20 Legislation, of necessity, must be more general in the obligations 
that it imposes and it may be virtually impossible to cover with sufficient 
particularity the problems encountered in numerous and diverse industries, 
trades and professions. Conversely with self-regulation many practices like 
expeditious handling of complaints,  delays in servicing, clarity in 
documentation, or periods for which spare parts must be available, may 
be dealt with in sufficient detail. Moreover, codes of practice may well be 
in advance of legal provisions and be more favourable to  consumer^.^' 

It is suggested 22 that businesses which introduce self-regulatory codes are 
more likely to comply with the spirit as well as the letter of the code, whereas 
with statutory regulation the incentive is often to evade the law and to find 
loopholes.23 This distinction is attributed to  "businesses' interest in the proper 
implementation of something they have established and from their greater 
willingness to comply with peer group pressure than when confronted with 
force".24 Finally, self-regulatory systems may be applied in a common sense 
practical way and not in the technical way of legislative controls and many 
systems establish elaborate conciliation and arbitration procedures facilitating 
speedy resolution of consumer complaints.25 

As against this formidable array of real and imagined advantages that 
may attach to self-regulation, can be aligned an equally extensive list of 
disadvantages. A number of factors common to many self-regulatory systems 
indicate that self-regulation is inferior to statutory control and may in fact 
work against the consumer interest. 

Given that self-regulatory codes of practice are often only introduced when 
there are threats of onerous governmental control there is at best a reluctant 
compliance that belies the supposed advantage of ready adherence to the 
spirit and letter of the code. Self-regulation in this situation may have a 
positive economic benefit to those in the business as it may avert future 
costs by preventing more stringent government control and increase consumer 
confidence. Furthermore a self-regulatory system may embody all the 
monopoly effects of licensing. As PageLh comments, ". . . where the provision 
of goods or services o r  access to a facility is contingent upon membership 

"' See Marsh, "Voluntary Codes of Practice,"(1977) 127 N.l , .J .  419 

2 1  See Cranston, op.cit., 34 where he observes that "[~]n some respects the codes of practice 
approved by the Office of Falr Trad~ng  are In advance of the law. In that they cover trade 
practices for which legal measures have been suggested but not yet adopted", for example, 
"value" and "worth" claims, and mandatory prlce mark~ng  on all goods and services. 

2? See Lawson, "Fair Trading Codes of Practice: the Legal Implicat~ons" (1977) 121 Sol. .I. 
5; Cranston, op.clt., 61. 

" E.g. Lawson, LUM, of Sale urztl Hire Purchase in New Zt~alanrl (1973). and the cases there 
cited Involving attempts to evade the Hire I'urchase and Cred~t  Sales Stabllisation Regulations 
1957. These regulations were revoked In 1983. 

24 Cranston, op.c~t., 61; Mitchell, "Codes and the consumer", 119761 Marketing 17. 

? 5  Generally, see Cranston, op a t . .  37-39. 

lh Op.cit.. 27. 
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of the group, it may be used to restrict access to the facility o r  group or 
to oppress the minority within i t .  . ." For example, in Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britain v Dickson27 the Pharmaceutical Society passed a resolution, 
intended to be included in its code of ethics, to the effect that new pharmacies 
should be situated only on physically distinct premises and that the trading 
activities of these new pharmacies in commodities other than medicines and 
pharmaceuticals should be controlled severely. The Society explained that 
this measure was designed to raise the status of the profession and to promote 
the main responsibility of selling pharmaceuticals. However the House of 
Lords held that the restrictions proposed amounted to a,restraint in trade 
that was unreasonable in the circumstances. Not only would the proposed 
amendment to the code of ethics limit competition by restricting the number 
of pharmacies attached, for example, to department stores, but it would 
severely reduce the profitability of new entrants by inhibiting them from 
selling certain goods. 

Perhaps the greatest drawback of self-regulation, though, is that it often 
fails on enforcement and sanctions. A voluntary code of practice is only 
applicable "to members of the association promoting the code, who choose 
to accept the standards, and to remain membersm.28 For one thing it is unlikely 
that a voluntary code of practice will attract universal allegiance throughout 
an industry, trade or profession. For example, the Committee of Advertising 
Practice has promulgated a code of practice that has had a significant impact 
on some of the advertising excesses that prevailed in New Zealand.19 
Unfortunately the committee has no control over direct mail solicitation or  
other distribution of brochures or circulars, nor are certain important journals 
represented on this committee and bound by the code. Consequently the 
utility and efficacy of a voluntary code will be restricted through membership 
of the association promulgating it. Moreover, as one writer30 suggests "[rlogue 
operators are much less likely to join trade associations than honest and 
experienced traders". Compounding the problem of non-membership is the 
fact that associations of businessmen may be reluctant to take action against 
one of their fellows and are unlikely to allocate adequate resources to enforce 
codes.31 Even if a self-regulatory body decides to take action against one 
of the subscribers to its code, often that body will not have legal powers 
and it will be difficult to enforce the sanction. It is this problem that led 
the Securities Commission32 to conclude that "[tlhe main point arising from 
our study of self-regulation . . . is that it requires reinforcement by legal 
rules". Of course, if an association is sufficiently well known and respected 
by consumers the sanction of expulsion from the association might amount 
to a sufficient incentive to abide by that association's code of conduct or 
practice. Furthermore, since earliest times33 the principle that no man should 
be judge in his own cause has been recognised and yet herein lies the very 
'stuff' of self-regulation and its potential failure in terms of consumer 

2' [I9701 A.C. 403 

2 8  Marsh. op.. a t . ,  419 

? Y  lnfra 

"I H d r ~ e q .  The Lab of Con~uriier Prorec iron and Furr Trud~ng (2nd ed.. 1982), 277 

3 '  Cranston. op.cit.. 63 

': Propo~ecl Reconimendutrons for Sec,ur.rrres Regulatrons ( 1980). 12.4.4 

l '  E.g. D r  Bonhatns Case (1610) 8 Co. Rep. 107; 77 E.R.  638.646. 
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protection. As long as the industry sits in its own courtroom, conducts its 
own prosecution and defence, observes in the jury box and ruminates on 
the Bench, the risk of vested interests dictating outcomes must remain. 

Another big disadvantage of self-regulation is that often advancing the 
consumer interest is diametrically opposed to  business self-interest. 
Businessmen are unlikely to promote and support any form of regulation 
that impinges to any large measure on profits, and many codes on closer 
examination most certainly do  not promote the consumer interest. For example 
in the United Kingdom Motor Industry Code, paragraph 3.11 states that: 

Under the Sale of Goods Act, IS the buyer examines the goods before the contract is made, 
there is no condrtion of merchantable quality as regards defects which that examlnatlon 
ought to reveal. Dealers should therefore provide all reasonable facilities to  enable prospective 
customers or  their nominees to carry out an examination of the car prior to  sale, in order 
that any defects w h ~ c h  ought to be revealed at the time of sale are made known to both 
parties.'? 

This rather transparent, and ineffective,'5 attempt to shelter behind the 
ruling in Thornett and Fehr v Beer and Sons'h can by no stretch of the 
imagination be regarded as a provision designed in the consumer interest. 
Moreover, in some areas where it is socially desirable that industries restrict 
their activities in the consumer interest, self-regulation must fail because 
business self-interest will prevail. F o r  example,  as two American 
commentator~3~ put it, "[i]ndustrial self-regulation is not likely to emerge 
in the case of cigarettes. Tobacco companies are not going to commit corporate 
suicide. . . ." Consequently, as a preliminary observation, one can say that 
there are areas where the consumer interest can be promoted by voluntary 
action on the part of various business, trade and professional associations, 
but the limitations inherent in systems of self-regulation may necessitate 
legislative controls as well. 

One of the more important self-regulatory bodies in New Zealand is the 
Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP) which was formed early in 1973. 
It consists of representatives from the Association of Accredited Advertising 
Agents of New Zealand Inc., the Independent Broadcasters Association, the 
Newspaper Publishers Association of New Zealand Inc., Radio New Zealand 
and Television New Zealand. 

The Committee of Advertising Practice has established various codes of 
practice that control what can be said, and for some products (e.g. baldness 
treatment and slimming garments) effectively ban advertisements unless the 
advertiser can prove that he has something that really does work. In an 
introduction to the various particular codes the Committee expresses its two 
main objectives as follows: 

(a) To seek to  malntain a t  all trmes and In all media a proper and generally acceptable 
standard of advert~sing and to  ensure that advertising is not m~sleading either by statement 
or by impl~catron; 

34 Crted In Marsh, op.c~t.,  420 

" See Marsh. rdem; see also Frank v Grosvenor Motor Auc.lrons (Pty.)  Ltd. [I9601 V.R. 607. 
609. 

'" [I9 191 1 K.B. 486 

" Boyd and Claycamp, "lndustrral Self Regulation and the Publ~c Interest", (1966) 64 Mlchrgan 
Law Review 1239, 1253. 
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( b )  To encourage m e d ~ a  voluntarily to co-operate in any self-regulation that may be necessary 
from tlme to tlme. 

Thereafter follow a number of particular codes relating to the marketing 
of cigarettes, driving advertising, financial advertising, liquor advertising, 
people in advertising, petrol consumption claims, advertising for slimming 
or weight loss and youth organisations in advertising. 

For example, the code for the marketing of cigarettes indicates that its 
primary aims are to ensure that cigarette advertising will not be directed 
towards increasing the number of smokers38 or towards young pe0ple.3~ 
Furthermore, cigarette advertising is not to be conducted on television, radio 
or on the cinema screen and point of sale and newspaper advertising in 
this regard is restricted.40 Health warnings are to be printed on each cigarette 
packet manufactured in New Zealand and each press and magazine 
advertisement for cigarettes shall carry the same warning notice.4' An 
agreement has been reached between the Minister of Health and tobacco 
companies in New Zealand whereby the tobacco companies have agreed to 
abide by this code and to be subject to the Committee of Advertising Practice's 
decisions in implementing it.42 The code relating to people in advertising 
declares, inter alia, that "people should be portrayed in advertisements in 
realistic and intelligent terms3'.43 

The functioning of this self-regulatory system erected by the Committee 
of Advertising Practice has been commented on  by the Securities C o m m i ~ s i o n ~ ~  
and by the Working Party which compiled the Martin Report.45 

The Securities Commission was impressed by the steps taken within the 
advertising industry itself to establish and maintain codes of responsible 
behaviour, but made a number of telling points concerning the system. First, 
that some important journals, like the New Zealand Listener, were not 
represented on the committee and consequently the publishers of some of 
these journals would not feel constrained to adhere to the c0de.~6 Furthermore, 
the Committee has no control over mailed advertising and in-store advertising 
and the Direct Mail Association is not a member of the Committee of 
Advertising Practice. As mentioned above, the efficacy of a voluntary code 
is dependent to a large measure on universal across-the-board membership 
of the association promoting it. Non-members cannot commit breaches of 
a code to which they d o  not subscribe. Second, the Commission pointed 
out that any scheme of self-regulation runs the risk of becoming a form 
of censorship that could operate unfairly as between competing  interest^.^' 
If the media are to sit in judgement on the acceptability or otherwise of 
certain advertisements and this assessment is to be made by reference to 
their own code of practice it is inevitable that the charge, if not the reality, 

3 X  Para 2.1. 

Para 2.2. 

" 'Para.  3.1,3.2, 3.3. 

" Para. 5. I ,  6.1. 

" See Consumer 164, 222. 

fl Gu~deline no 1 

44 Propo\rcl Rec,onin?endarrot~\ for Sec.~ir.~/res Regulations ( 1980). 12.4.3. 

' 5  Supra. 

46 Para. 12.4 3 (a) 

4' Para 12 4.3 (d )  
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of bias will raise its head; that is, it must be conceded that in a self-regulatory 
scheme discriminatory practices may be pursued against certain members 
or non-members. Third, it noted that the committee itself recognises that 
there is a need to back up the self-regulation by legal sanctions; that is, 
in the context of financial advertising, a statutory body such as the Securities 
Commission should have "a very broad and speedy power of injunction if 
advertising or promotional material promulgated by an organisation ignores 
self-regulation in a manner which either deceives the public or puts it at 
risk".4X One of the major points to emerge from a recent study of advertising 
control in the United Kingdom49 is the high percentage of advertisements 
that does not comply with the British Code of Advertising Practice, thus 
reinforcing the assertion that substantial legal sanctions are required. This 
need is clearlv felt in New Zealand as well.50 

The second recent appraisal of the Committee of Advertising Practice 
scheme is contained in the Martin Report.5' This report advocates the gradual 
consolidation of domestic legislation affecting consumers,52 the extension of 
definitions of advertising and labelling, and-the updating of provisions as 
to labelling and marking of goods.5' However the main thrust of the proposals 
is that a new Act provide for the "encouragement of fair trading practices 
through self-regulation, with enforcement procedures relegated to a back- 
up r0le".5~ Thus the proposals envisage a two-tier system, whereby most 
consumer problems would be resolved at the business, trade or professional 
association level. A second tier of enforcement procedures and penalties would 
come into play where amicable resolution a t  the first tier level failed. The 
Martin Report suggests that the Consumers' Institute, a statutory body,55 
but independent and non-governmental, be accorded the role of promoting 
the development of codes of fair practice since it is regularly in touch with 
both consumers and the dynamics of the market place. The Institute only 
would promote the drafting of codes, and offer advice and assistance - 
it would have no legal power to force associations to accept codes, exclude 
certain clauses, etc. However, if a code was to be introduced as a defence 

a Para. 12.4.3 (c). See the Securities Regulations 1983, Parts I1 and 111. 

4 V e ~ l r e w  ofthe United K~ngdom Sey Regulatory Systenl of Advertlsmng Control, A Report 
by the Director-General of Falr Trading (November 1978). 

"' E.g. (1974) 4 Consumer Review 122; Consumer 1 14, 9; C'onsurner 1 15, 56; Consunler 1 17, 
1 19; C'onsunzer 120,207; Consumer 130, 167; Consumer 145, 145; Consumer 149,75; Consumer 
154, 244; Consumer 157, 351; Consumer 158, 31; Consumer 163, 190; Con.cumer 191, 18. 
Cf. Consumer 150, 1 14. 

5 1  Supra 

52  I.aux, "Deceptive Advertising, the Law and the CanadIan Consumer", in Studres in C'unudrun 
Business Law (1971), ed. Friedman, at pp 21 8-219 observes that ". . . the scattering of leg~slat~on 
. . . In a broad variety of enactments which are primarily directed at matters other then 
advertising and for which the advert~slng provisions are merely incidental suggests that the 
enforcement wlll be equally scattered and somewhat piecemeal". Thls observation is equally 
apposite as regards consumer legislat~on in general. Consolidation 1s strongly advocated by 
Mrs Margaret Shields, Minister of Consumer Affairs: see The Press, 28 July 1984. 

" These recommendations of consolidation and rationahsation are d~rected primar~ly at the 
Consumer Information Act 1969, the Merchand~se Marks Act 1954 and the Wool Labelling 
Act 1949. A Competition Bill, modelled on the Australian Trade Practices Act 1974, embraces 
these recommendations. 

s4 Martln Report, 9 

ji Constituted under the authority of the Consumer Councll Act 1966 
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in any court action, the Martin Report proposes that the Institute could 
be called as a witness to give its opinion as to the fairness or otherwise 
of the code. Moreover, it is envisaged that the courts should have regard 
to codes as indicators of what is normal industry pra~tice.5~ 

In relation to the advertising industry, in particular, the Martin Report 
"heaps" praise on "the highly successful operation of the Committee of 
Advertising Practice" and categorises these codes as being of "great 
significance" and "an excellent model for other self-regulatory codes of fair 
practicem.57 Furthermore the Committee of Advertising Practice system is 
hailed as "so successful in eliminating the worst forms of misleading advertising 
that the Consumer Council has on occasions expressed its unreserved 
satisfaction and approval.58 Whether these high accolades are merited falls 
to be determined. 

The Martin Report summarises the advantages of self-regulation, in general, 
in the following terms: 

The proposal, advocating the promotion of codes of f a ~ r  practice, provides distinct advantages 
for consumers, for traders, and for the government: 
For c.onsunic.rs 
(a )  Less delay, expense and frustration in obtaining redress, and elimination of legal 

complex~ties. 
(b) The codes w ~ l l  be developed by traders in consultation with the Consumers' Inst~tute ,  

thus g~ving  consumers a say in how fair practices are def~ned.  
For rruclrrs 
(a )  The marketplace will have a full say (and the major in~ t~a t ive )  in setting codes of practice. 
(b )  1,eaa cost and frustrat~on.  and the r ~ s k  of damage to  his reputation in Court action 

will be reduced. 
(c) Better r e la t~onsh~ps  between consumers and traders. 
For the Rovernmani 
(a )  Avold cost and involvement by government departments. 
(b)  Fewer d~sputes  where the government becomes the "meat In the sandwich" between 

traders and consumers, or between trader and trader. 
(c)  A flexible system providing smoother methods of reviewing and updating consumer 

leg1slat1on.5~ 

As regards these advantages the following observations are made. There 
are undoubted advantages for the consumer in facilitating redress without 
court proceedings. Legislative codes can only be enforced by court proceedings 
which can be costly and much more time consuming. Whether codes eliminate 
legal complexities is debatable - as mentioned above, codes and legislation 
employ similar terminology and concepts to  categorise prohibited statements 
and conduct with the result that problems of interpretation will be common 
to both. The "advantage" of consumer participation in the formation of codes 
of fair practice is by no means unique to the scheme proposed in the Martin 
Report, and the Consumers' Institute actively advises and influences the 
government as to the content of legislation; therefore the "consumer voice" 
is no less evident in the legislative arena. The trader undoubtedly perceives 
advantages in a scheme that lessens the threat of court sanctions, and has 
a legitimate interest in an approach that reduces the risk of damage to his 
reputation in court. The proposals have obvious appeal to any government 
in times of economic stringency in that the role of government departments 

S h  See the Martin Report, pp. 16, 18-21. 

57 Ibid, p. 20. 

Idem. 

5' P. 1 1  of the Report. 
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is played down. This, however, may be categorised as "buck-passing" 
masquerading as benevolence; the responsibility of government departments 
is reduced in favour of the Consumers' Institute, an independent body with 
the consumers' interest at heart - but this body is powerless to force 
advertisers, for example, to include particular clauses in codes, to adopt codes, 
or to enforce them. 

While some of these "advantages" are open to doubt, a more remarkable 
feature of the Martin Report is that it, quite extraordinarily, omits to outline 
the negative features of the approach that it espouses.60 Fundamental 
assumptions underlying the successful functioning of the proposed scheme 
are open to considerable doubt. For example, in the advertising context, 
the following observations may be advanced: 

(i) The assumption that the consumer knows about a code and his rights 
under it may be patently false. A feature of overseas codes has been 
their lack of publicity and the secrecy of complaint proceedings. Following 
criticism of this by the Office of Fair Trading and the government in 
the United Kingdom, a publicity campaign led to a significant increase 
in the number of complaints received by the Advertising Standards 
Association, which, as Cranston points out,hi is particularly ironical 
because the Association had always trumpeted the smallness of the 
number of complaints as evidence that the self-regulatory system was 
working satisfactorily. Extensive publicity, therefore, is essential to a 
good code, and this is not in harmony with the cost saving advantages 
spelt out above. 

(ii) The assumption is made that the offending professional, business or 
tradesperson is covered by, or belongs to an association which adheres 
to a code of practice. As we have seen there are some notable "non- 
subscribers" to the Committee of Advertising Practice Codes of Practice. 
There is no means to coerce such "outsiders" into a self-regulatory scheme. 

(iii) The success of such a scheme is dependent upon the goodwill of the 
members of a self-regulatory body, and on consumer surveillance. 
Darvallh2 cites the following illustration: 

The National Safety Councll of Australia lodged a complaint w ~ t h  the Advertising Standards 
Council concerning an advertisement for a circuit breaker. The illustration complained 
of In the advertisement portrayed a child plunglng a k n ~ f e  into an electric toaster. The 
Safety Council claimed that ~t could encourage children to mlmic the actions with fatal 
results. The complaint was upheld by the Advertlslng Standards Councll and the advertiser 
was requested to  amend its copy to eradicate the aspects of chlld mim~cry.  The amended 
advertlsements portrayed a woman plunging a knife into a toaster. 

Such an  attitude reflects an absence of goodwill or  sheer ignorance. 
In the absence of adequate surveillance abuses will go undetected and 

consumers have an important role in this area as the Consumers' Institute,Q 

60 Save for mention, a t  p.21, of the fact that not necessarily all members of a particular industry 
will subscribe to a voluntary code of conduct. The Martin Report records that "some types 
of advert~sements are not directly controlled by the Comm~ttee of Advertising Practlce because 
they d o  not appear in newspapers or magazines or on TV. or radio. The most significant 
examples are letterbox leaflets and ~n-store advertisements. . ." 

h' The Twent~eth Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of the Consumer Council, 31 
December 1983. reports that the staff of the lnst~tute was brought up to slxty-one In 1983. 
Staffing levels were as high as seventy-eight In 1975. 
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with a staff of approximately sixty persons, cannot possibly monitor the 
market exclusively. However consumer surveillance may be less than 
satisfactory for a number of reasons: 

(i) ignorance of the relevant code and its provisions; 
(ii) unless a significant loss or failure to live up to expectations is involved 

the incentive to complain is absent; and, 
(iii) certain claims are vague, subconscious and largely psychological and 

the consumer may not even perceive the claim, let alone contemplate 
complaining about it.64 

On the basis of the objections outlined earlier in this article, and for the 
reasons just enumerated, this writer cannot muster the same enthusiasm for 
self-regulation as reflected in the Martin Report.65 

However this is not to suggest that this writer does not recognise the 
undoubted usefulness of the Codes of Advertising Practice. Such non- 
recognition could be challenged by reference to numerous specific examples 
where the codes have operated effectively. Two such examples are as follows: 

(i) A Rotorua mail order business advertised over a number of years the 
availability of certain slimming garments and tablets.66 Most of these 
advertisements contained misleading and untrue claims.67 No action was 
taken under the Consumer Information Act 196968 but C o n ~ u r n e r ~ ~  asserts 
that "since 1974 the Newspapers Publishers Association's disapproval 
of many of his ads (sic) has caused the volume to fall away to a 
comparative trickleW.70 The adoption of the Code for Slimming or Weight 
Loss has improved the position of the consumer in this area considerably. 
The code recommends that the media should not accept advertisements 
which contain "superlative, highly exaggerated or misleading claims" 
and "full, authentic, and believable substantiation should be made before 
any claim is considered acceptable". Furthermore the Code, states, inter 
alia, that any claim as to specific weight loss should be regarded as 
unacceptable. 

(ii) A Leopard Breweries beer advertisement featuring Richard Hadlee 
contravened a section of the Code for Liquor Advertising in that a 
section of the Code provides that young people should not be encouraged 
by an "identifiable hero" to drink liquor.?' Following a complaint from 

E g an Image adcertisement may subtly promise the fulfilment of sexual o r  romantic imagin~ngs 
if the consumer purchases a par t~cular  product. The advertisement may transgress code 
requirements as t o  ethics and taste. but consumer complaint is unlikely in such circumstances. 

h5 See Par t  11, Advantages and Disadvantages 

hh See Consumer 145, 292. 

h- E.g, an  ad~er t isement  for  " t r ~ m  jeans". a plastlc garment,  read as  follows: "The space age 
slenderlser . . . you are ready for the most astounding experience in rapid slenderising you 
have ever known . . . lose ten pounds In ten days . . ." The Health Department reported 
that there mas no scientific support whatsoever for the  claims made for these garments. 

h W O  probecutlon has ever been brought under t h ~ s  Act whlch contalns extensive consultative 
procedures 

hv Cot~~unier 145, 296. 

The "Code for S l~mming  or We~ght  Loss" was promulgated In August 1973: the advert~sements 
Consumer refers t o  appeared in neuspapers and magazines such as Truth, The Sundaj Enies, 
Tlie Sutida~. .Yews and The l C ' m  Zealand Womank Weekb.. during the p e r ~ o d  1971 to 1977; 
note that the fact that such a d ~ e r t ~ s e m e n t s  were still appearing after 1973 reflects a weakness 
of voluntary codes of practice. 

'I See The Press. 15 December 198 1. 
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an anti-liquor advertising campaigner, the Newspaper Publishers 
Association advised its member newspapers that the advertisement 
contravened the code and recommended that it be reje~ted.7~ This 
recommendation was complied with by the various member  newspaper^.'^ 

These illustrations serve to demonstrate the usefulness of the Codes of 
Advertising Practice and it is clear that such codes have an important place 
in any scheme of advertising regulation. 

Brief mention must also be made of some other codes of practice and 
ethics that have bearing on the issue of consumer information. 
1. The New Zealand Finance Houses Association (Inc.)'s Code of Ethics 
and Standards of Conduct 

The New Zealand Finance Houses Association (Inc.) was founded in 1965 
with the general objectives of acting to promote and protect the interests 
of member finance companies; to set and maintain high standards of ethical 
conduct and practice within the industry; to act as a public relations agency; 
and to negotiate with the Government and monetary authorities as the 
representative of the finance industry.74 The association includes all of New 
Zealand's major finance companies75 and this feature is an essential pre- 
requisite for effective self-regulation. 

In accordance with the objectives outlined above members have agreed 
to operate according to a code of ethics. Of particular significance to the 
consumer are paragraphs 3 and 5 of this code. Paragraph 3 reads: 

Members w ~ l l  explain fully to customers the cost, terms and contractual obligations of  
credit transactions. Written documents will be as simple, lucid and unamb~guous as 
circumstances will permit. A member shall at all times act honestly and in such manner 
that customers are not misled. 

and paragraph 5 states that: 

Members w ~ l l  discourage commitments by borrowers In excess of their financial resources 

As regards paragraph 3 the requirement of clarity in documentation is an 
example of a practice that is exceptionally difficult to cover by the precise 
wording appropriate for legal regulation,7h and the paternalism inherent in 
paragraph 5 is nevertheless welcome. From the point of view of enforcement 
paragraph 13 provides that disciplinary action may be taken against any 

72  Idem. 

7 3  See The Prt~ss, 19 December 1981. It is worth noting that Leopard Breweries (i) accused 
the Newspaper Publishers Association of double standards in that similar advertisements using 
the cr~cketer, Glenn Turner, and the golfer, Simon Owen, escaped criticism; and (ii) stated 
that if the newspaper ban cont~nued, the campaign would turn to other methods - polnt- 
of-sale advertisements, hoardings and magazines. 

74  E.g. The N.Z. Finance Houses Association (Inc.) Annual Report 1984 

7 5  1.e. AA F~nance, Australian Guarantee Corporation I,td., Beneficla1 Finance Ltd., RNZ Finance 
Ltd., Broadlands Finance I,td., Dalgety Crown Finance Ltd., F & P F~nance Ltd., F~nance 
and Discounts Ltd., General Flnance Ltd., Marac Finance I,td., National Mutual Flnance 
Ltd., NatWest F~nance New Zealand L.td., NZ1 Finance Ltd. and lJDC Flnance Ltd. 

'"orr~e, "l.aws and Codes for Consumcrs" [I9801 J.B.1,. 315, 322. The C r e d ~ t  Contracts Act 
1981 obviously provides for the mandatory disclosure of the cost of credit and terms of 
the contract, but the intell~glbility or otherwise of the d~sclosed Information is, to a large 
extent, dependent upon the goodwill of the f~nancier. 
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member found to be in breach of the code.77 The fact that no action has 
yet been taken against any member78 suggests either salutary adherence to 
the code or inadequate allocation of resources to the enforcement of its 
provisions. If the latter be the case, it would be unfortunate for the consumer 
if the code were allowed to descend to the level of mere window dressing 
and amount to no more than a public relations feature.79 However it is probably 
true to say that some of the worst abuses in the finance industry are perpetuated 
by firms which do not belong to this voluntary a~soc i a t i on .~~  This again 
highlights one of the deficiencies in self-regulatory codes of practice. 

2.  The Plzarmaceutical Society 2 Code of Ezhics 
The Pharmaceutical Society of New Zealand has the responsibility, inter 

alia, to promote and encourage proper conduct among pharmacists and to 
combat objectionable practices.81 Pursuant to these obligations and in 
accordance with its rule-making powers82 the Society recentlyx3 prescribed 
a Code of Ethics. The preamble to this Code records that "the Code of 
Ethics has been prepared to enable pharmacists to ensure that their professional 
work is of the highest standard and is seen to be so by the public". The 
Code specifies a pharmacist's obligations with respect to the profession, the 
public, fellow pharmacists, and to medical practitioners in a comprehensive 
manner. For example, in relation to the profession, all advertising pertaining 
to a pharmacy must be "dignified, restrained and such as to uphold the 
dignity of the profession" and the "sale of contraceptives shall not be advertised 
directlyn.84 In relation to the public, a pharmacist is obliged to  maintain 
a service adequate to the needs of the community that he serves, must closely 
supervise the carrying out of any act that he delegates, and must refrain 
from supplying anything he knows or should reasonably be expected to realise 
is likely to be misused.85 The requirement that an adequate service be 
maintained with reference to the community in which a pharmacist operates 
is an illustration of the valuable flexibility inherent in self-regulation. 

Powerful sanctions exist to secure compliance with this code in that a 
pharmacist who has been guilty of professional misconduct86 or who has 
wilfully disobeyed a provision of the code,87 may be fined, censured, suspended 
for up to three years or even deregistered.88 Furthermore the person concerned 
may be ordered to pay any costs and expenses of, and incidental to, the 
inquiry.89 Needless to say, the potential for rigorous enforcement favourably 

" D~sciplinary provisions empower the Disciplinary Committee of the Association to censure 
or expel a member. 

7X As at 20 November 1984. 

''I See the Association's Annual Report and Review of Activities 1978179, p. 11. 

See Consumer 192, 15 1. 

8 '  Pharmacy Act 1970, s.3(2). 

81 Ibid, s.I2(c) 

8' 20 February 1980. 

X4 Para. 2. 

8' Para. 3. 

86 Pharmacy Act 1970, s.30(l)(b). 

8 7  I b ~ d ,  s.30( l ) ( f ) .  

X X  Ib1d,s.31. 

X9 Ibid, s. 31(2), (3). 
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distinguishes this code from other voluntary codes of practice, but it is to 
be observed that legislative backing gives the code its "teeth". 
3. Insurance brokers 

A further example of a code of conduct is that compiled by the Corporation 
of Insurance Brokers of New Zealand. All members of this body agree to 
abide by the Corporation's Code of Conduct. Paragraph (b) of this code 
requires that a broker must be "impartial and independent of any insurer 
and be able without hindrance or favour to provide his client with proper 
insurance advice", and, to take a further example from this code, paragraph 
(c) requires that a broker "provide the same service to clients whether individual 
persons or corporations". 

As far as paragraph (b) is concerned, this serves as a reminder of the 
broker's obligations at common law; namely, the broker is under an  obligation 
to procure satisfactory insurance cover within a reasonable period of time,90 
must proffer sound advice to his client,gl and must not act for another in 
a matter relating to his principal unless he makes a full disclosure of the 
material circumstances to his principal and obtains the principal's consent 
to his so a ~ t i n g . ~ 2  Paragraph (c) serves to emphasise the broker's obligation 
to be impartial in the performance of his duties. These provisions, therefore, 
d o  not extend the broker's duties but stand as a worthwhile reminder to 
the broker of potential pitfalls if he should stray from the ethical path that 
the code exhorts him t o  follow. Much the same can be said for other provisions 
of the code that direct a broker should adhere to the requirements as agreed 
from time to time with the Reserve Bank with regard to the placement of 
New Zealand-based risks in international offshore markets, and should comply 
with legislation which regulates or supervises the insurance industry in New 
Zealand.93 Of course, scrupulous adherence to such a Code has the potential 
benefit of obviating the necessity for rigorous legislative controls such as 
those recently introduced in Australia.94 
4. General 

Other codes that merit brief mention are: 
(i) The Direct Selling Association Code of Ethics which stipulates, among 

other things, that sales representatives must clearly identify themselves 
and their company,95 that the consumer must be given the full name 
and address of the company so that it can be readily contacted,96 that 
a written guarantee must be given on all products, and that customer 
complaints must be dealt with "fully and fairlyW.97 

(ii) The Footwear Industry Code, and a code on care labelling drafted by 

"I E,.g. Osman v J. Ralph Moss Ltd. [I9701 1 Lloyd's Rep. 313 and Pennant Hills Restaurants 
Pty. Lid. v Barrel1 Insurances Pry Lrd. (1981) 55 A.L.J.R. 258. 

" E.g. Fanhaven Pty. Ltd. v Barn Dawe.5 Northern Ptj.  Lid. [I9821 2 N.S.W.L.R. 57. 

'? E.g. Anglo-Afrii,an ,Werchants Lrd, v Bu~lr ,~[1970]  I Q.B.311. 

q' See paragraphs (d) and (e). 

'"ee the prov~sions of the Insurance (Agents and Brokers) Act 1984 (Aust.). 

vi See Consumer 192, 37. Electrolux agents carry ~dent~f icat ion cards bearing a photograph 
of the agent. 

v h  B) vlrtue of the Door  to  Door Sales Act 1967, s.6. such d~sclosure is mandatory where 
the representative effects a transactlon that IS subject t o  the Act. 

'' Generall), see du Fresne. "Both Feet In the Door", The Llsrenrr. 5 January 1980. 
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the garment and textile industry, are designed to improve consumer 
information as regards these products.98 

(iii) Numerous other organisations, ranging from the New Zealand Bankers 
Association and the Real Estate Institute of New Zealand99 to the unlikely 
extreme of the Pest Control Association of New Zealand (Inc.),loO have 
set up self-regulatory schemes designed to ensure certain standards of 
ethics and skill amongst members for the protection of members and 
consumers generally. 

5. Conclusions 
First, self-regulation must be backed up by adequate legal controls for 

the simple reason that not all business people will choose to belong to a 
particular association or group that promotes self-regulation and endorses 
a code of ethical practice. Furthermore, not all members of such associations 
or groups will adhere to the self-regulatory provisions and effective legal 
sanctions will support compliance with codes of conduct. 

Second, there is little doubt that self-regulatory schemes have an important 
role in the regulation of advertising and the disclosure of information. 
However, two specific observations are made regarding the Committee of 
Advertising Practice Codes and their implementation: 

(i) The implementation of the codes rests exclusively in the hands of the 
advertising industry. The presence of consumer representatives on the 
committee might beneficially affect the approach of that committee to 
advertising problems and dispel the argument that industry represen- 
tatives have a "limited view of what is against the consumer interest 
and should be curtailedW.l0l In order that the codes of practice be 
independently enforced the committee might well follow its British 
counterpart and establish an Advertising Standards Authority staffed 
by a substantial number of persons from outside the industry.102 

(ii) The codes of practice thus far promulgated d o  not cover the whole 
spectrum of advertisements. No doubt, codes have been promulgated 
for those areas where abuses have been most apparent, but the absence 
of a general code applicable across the board is a lacuna that is easily 
remedied. 

Third, the proposal that the Consumers' Institute be entrusted with the 
task of promoting codes of practice in many more businesses and industries 
in New Zealand has its attractions,l03 as does the suggestion that this same 
body be responsible for monitoring codes of practice.'O4 However, it is 
submitted that more extensive power should be accorded to a "watchdog" 
body, namely, the power formally to approve a code and to compel a trade 
group to include certain clauses or exclude restrictive clauses. This, it is 

Y Y  See the Martin Report, p. 20. 

" See The Press, 24 June  1981. 

I("' See Consunzer 165, 250. 

' I "  Cranston, op.cit., 63. 

" I 2  The British Advertising Association has established an Adbertising Standards Authority, a 
company limited by guarantee, to  supervise the advertis~ng code. The chairperson is an 
ind~vldual from outside the industrq and approx~mately half its members must be from outside 
the industry. 

" '  See the Martin Report,  p. 21 

" I 4  Idem. 
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recognised, goes beyond self-regulation into the field of statutory control 
but it is suggested that this will prevent codes of practice or ethics from 
amounting to mere window dressing for the exclusive benefit of the 
promulgating members. Such a body should also have full investigative powers 
in order to monitor compliance, or the lack of it effectively.~~)5 

Fourth, the codes of practice provide a useful yardstick against which the 
courts may measure parties' behaviour. For example, where an allegedly 
deceptive advertisement was the subject of litigation, the court could refer 
to a relevant code of advertising practice as an indicative test of what is 
normal industry practice.l~)h 

Finally, while business self-regulation represents a potentially effective way 
to promote the consumer interest in some areas, care must be exercised lest 
the advocacy of self-regulation clouds its limitations. As the Director-General 
of Fair Trading in the IJnited Kingdom, Sir Gordon Horrie, asserts, "[tlhere 
must . . . bc caution over proposals that would mcan codes becoming in 
part a substitute for law rather than a supplement to law . . . ."I(" 

"I5 I1  IS recommended that t h ~ s  "hotly" be the Minisrr! of ('onsurner Allail-\. fhis has spccif~c 
~ r e s p o n s ~ b ~ l ~ t y  lor consumer protecllon arld woultl not regard the lull~lment ol t h ~ \  funct~on 
as anc~l lary  to  other ma-jor duties: furthermore, gl-eatcr cohe \~on  w ~ l l  result from the 
admin~s t r a t~on  ol all major cor1sume1--orientated Iegislatio~l u n d c ~  "one rool". 

"I" See I'agc. op. cit., 3 1. 

Hal-r~e. "L.aws ant1 Codes lor ('ustomers". 119XOI .I.H.I.. 3 15. 325. 




